ACROSS
1  64  Professor emeritus of classical studies ______ Fitts
6  Hanks role
10  65  Showed humility, in a way
14  Adjective for “opposites”
15  Words before and after “what”
16  Part of Q.E.D.
17  Comment to the audience
18  Woman whose husband founded Dickinson
20  Residential option when studying abroad, home ______
21  Labor
22  Secretary of State under JFK (a different 34 across)
23  Dickinson’s leader
26  Off-campus residence (abbr.)
27  Cosa ______
31  Saying
34  Catherine McDonald Davenport ’87, ______ of Admissions
37  Run on radio, maybe
38  Woman who was a Dickinson pioneer
42  Type of tree, several of which can be found on Dickinson’s campus
43  Nullify
44  Somebody ______ problem
45  What a “flipper” tries to do
48  Part of some country addresses
49  Woman of legend buried near Dickinson
56  Apple products
58  Group for senior citizens
59  On campus, Popel Shaw Center for ______ & Ethnicity
60  Sorority that started at Dickinson in 1903
62  Arias, e.g.
63  With 66 Across, Wheel and Chain women’s honorary
66  See 63 Across
67  Mystery thread
68  Lew who played Dr. Kildare in the movies

DOWN
1  Tic
2  ____ Rica
3  “Are you calling me ____?”
4  Stefani Germanotta’s other name
5  ______-med
6  Hasbro “soldier”
7  Annual campuswide yard sale
8  Prolongs for greater effect
9  Greek letter used in physics notation
10  Shows you’ve seen before
11  “It’s either them ______.”
12  Its capital is Regina (abbr.)
13  Common ordinal suffix
19  2012 Oscar-winning film starring and directed by Ben Affleck
21  State of the Kline Center pool?
24  The heaviest of the three modern fencing weapons
25  Quaint hotels
28  Prepares to feather?
29  Teeming (with)
30  Sounds from dogs
31  Republic of (abbr.), a landlocked country in the South Caucasus region of Eurasia
32  Chip and ______ (chipmunks)
33  Banking aids
34  “_____ Quixote”
35  Finish
36  In the past
39  Quiet period
40  Skilled at handling
41  Friend of many, many years
46  TV hosts
47  Completely out of it
48  Grave acronym
50  Boutonniere location, maybe
51  Company name derived from a Swift neologism
52  Go to press with
53  More robust
54  Class location, in French
55  Takes a break
56  Actress Kunis
57  Border on
60  Lunchbox sandwich, but with honey, not jelly (abbr.)
61  The Jungfrau, e.g.
62  Reggae influence

Puzzle it out! The first five puzzlers to submit a photo/scan of their correctly completed crossword to dsonmag@dickinson.edu will win a $25 gift card to the Dickinson College Bookstore! The completed puzzle will then be posted online at Dickinson.edu/magazine and printed in the summer issue, along with the names of the winners.

Gil Ludwig ’69 is a retired attorney living in Pittsburgh. He took up the hobby of constructing crosswords in his late 40s, and from 1997 until 2008 he had several of his puzzles published in weekday editions of The New York Times. More recently, his puzzle has been appearing every other month in a suburban neighborhood Pittsburgh newspaper called the Green Tree Times.